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Background
Tokyo Electron America is the U.S. Sales and Service
Headquarters for Tokyo Electron Limited based in Japan. Within
Supply Chain Solutions the Planning department at TEA utilizes
multiple systems to help effectively make decisions regarding
procurement and movement of inventory across the world. Since
Planning at TEA is Business Unit focused, delivery performance
is important to not only the Planners but to all of Supply Chain as
well.
The Problem
Since many different systems are used by the Planning
department on a day-to-day basis, training a new Planner not
only takes time to achieve, but also significant effort from other
employees. Not only was there no one document encompassing
all systems, but there was no documentation of how a Planner
would simultaneously use these systems. To remedy the problem
an enhanced way to train employees was necessary. Additionally,
there was request for improved design on a Power BI delivery
report. The goal to obtain root cause analysis for poor on-time
delivery metrics.
The Solution
The first part of the solution created an Interactive Manual
tailored to the daily responsibilities of a new Planner. Six main
systems are represented, complete with background information,
key functions, navigation, as well as guidance on important
processes. Additionally, to conclude the manual is a system
interface portion, which details basic examples of when a Planner
would need to maneuver through the systems simultaneously.
The second part of our solution was the inception of three new
visualizations in Power BI to show “Hit Rate” performance,
frequently missed parts, and delivery efficiency over time. This
report is customizable by Business Unit, Key Customers, Region,
and Time, and will be utilized by upper management in monthly
business review meetings as well as by the Planning department
to track and correct BU delivery performance.
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